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Abstract

The stiffness-tailoring capability of Variable Angle Tow (VAT) laminates gives enhanced freedom to design
thin-walled structures. One key advantage of tow steering is the ability to redistribute stresses improving
buckling performance, leading to reduction in material weight and costs. The aim of this work is to optimise
the initial postbuckling behaviour of a recently proposed VAT composite wingbox. The optimisation process
is based on a fibre path parameterisation. It involves seeking the stacking sequence that minimises the
displacements occurring in the postbuckling regime. This problem is solved by coupling the multi-modal
Koiter asymptotic approach implemented with a solid-shell Finite Element environment through stochastic
optimisation strategies. Results obtained regarding different optimisation scenarios show a much improved
performance for the buckling and postbuckling response of the wingbox with respect to the initial VAT
design. Additionally, manufacturing constraints are readily included in the optimisation program. The
possibility of performing an efficient and robust optimisation process of a complex structure with a multi-
modal Koiter asymptotic approach is demonstrated, showing its viability as a design tool for buckling
dominated structures. A parametric study regarding the influence of steering radii shows that overcoming
the current manufacturing constraint on minimum radius is worthy of investigation.

Keywords: Wingbox, variable angle tow laminates, postbuckling optimisation, Koiter method, finite
element method

1. Introduction

The increasing need for fuel-efficient aircraft places great emphasis on light weight structures. Inevitably,
such drivers lead to thin-walled wing structures bringing buckling and postbuckling phenomena into consid-
eration. Today, composite materials play a key role in many applications of large commercial aircraft due
to their high specific structural properties [1]. Many aircraft, such as the Boeing 787 and the Airbus A350,
have more than 50% by weight of composite materials.

The wingbox is the most important structural component of the wings and, in general, is the most
complex and heavily loaded primary structure of an aircraft. Recently, Oliveri et al. [2] showed how the
design possibilities of a composite wingbox can be increased further by using Variable Angle Tow (VAT)
laminates. In VAT structures the fibre tows within a single layer are not restricted to straight trajectories,
but can describe curvilinear paths. One of the first works to introduce this concept was by Cooper in 1972
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[3]. Afterwards, many scientists have shown that tailoring the in-plane stiffness over the plate platform
allows pre-buckling stresses to be redistributed to supported regions, thereby increasing the critical buckling
load considerably [4–10]. Less well known is that postbuckling behaviour can be improved by using VAT
technology. In this regard, White and Weaver showed [11] that the well-known imperfection sensitivity of
a cylindrical thin structure under compression loading can be eliminated by tailoring the fibre paths across
the surface of cylindrical shells. Hence, stable plate-like postbuckling responses in cylindrical shells were
documented for the first time.

VAT composite laminates manufactured via tow steering can increase the buckling capacity of composite
structures, leading to reduced material weight and costs. In this sense, many previous works consider
optimisation problems of the first linear buckling load [7, 12–14]. However, in this way it is not possible to
take into account the interaction of buckling modes, which can lead to inaccurate evaluation of the structural
behaviour. The most notable evidence of such response is the case of unstable post-critical behaviour and
high imperfection sensitivity, as documented in [15–20]. In such cases, the collapse load can be noticeably
overestimated.

For this reason, a more reliable description, which takes account of the full geometrically nonlinear be-
haviour, has also been investigated [21–23]. When dealing with this problem, use is often made of algorithms
based on path following strategies [24, 25]. It can be stated that today they represent the standard tech-
nique to obtain the equilibrium path of thin-walled structures. However, there are situations in which the
equilibrium path has to be evaluated many times, e.g. in optimisation processes and imperfection sensitivity
analyses. In such cases, the suitability of path following methods breaks down, because the single run is
overly time consuming with current computational capability. Consequently, the need for computational
efficiency has guided research towards tools capable of furnishing information on the postbuckling behaviour
with a reasonable computational cost. In this context the works based on semi-analytical solutions [26],
generalised path-following approaches [27] and strategies based on Koiter’s theory of elastic stability [28]
can be framed. With regard to this last topic, many works have been completed in recent years. Formu-
lations based on a simplified structural model and a single buckling mode are employed in optimisation
problems [11, 29], while imperfection sensitivity analyses are carried out in [30–33]. The Finite Element
(FE) implementation of Koiter’s algorithm proposed by Casciaro [34] is an interesting strategy to analyse
light weight structures. It is a relatively efficient alternative method to path following for capturing the
initial postbuckling response [35–40]. The method is based on the projection of the equilibrium equations in
the subspace of the buckling modes associated with the lowest critical loads. The important consequence of
this description is the reduction of the size of the nonlinear system of equilibrium equations, thereby making
its solution rapid and inexpensive. In fact, the number of equations of this Reduced Order Model (ROM)
becomes of the order of tens, which corresponds to the number of buckling modes used in the asymptotic
expansion.

Growing demand for slender and thinner aeronautical components leads to necessary consideration of
nonlinear effects such as postbuckling behaviour [23]. However, the optimal stiffness distribution for maximis-
ing linear buckling load could contrast with that for maximising post-buckling performance [41]. Therefore,
for these structures, it is necessary to improve both the buckling and postbuckling performances for a better
structural response, as established by Raju et al. [23]. Recently, Liguori et al. [42] used a multi-modal
Koiter algorithm for optimising the postbuckling behaviour of composite structures. This algorithm was
coupled with a simple Monte Carlo Algorithm (MCA) to identify the stacking sequence that maximises col-
lapse load. Stochastic strategies require many evaluations of the objective function to give a good estimate
of the optimum solution, but the single run was cost-effective thanks to the efficiency of Koiter’s analysis
in providing the nonlinear response. As such, the postbuckling optimisation strategy proved to be fast and
robust.

Driven by these premises, the FE based multi-modal Koiter algorithm is used for the first time to optimise
a primary VAT aeronautical structure, i.e. the wingbox proposed by Oliveri et al. [2]. As this structure
has already been designed for maximising the linear buckling load, we decided to optimise the postbuckling
response. Raju et al. [23] suggest the post-buckling behaviour can be optimised by the minimisation of the
end-shortening strain or the maximum postbuckling out-of-plane-displacement for a given compressive load.
In our case, in order to avoid reduction of aerodynamic and aeroelastic performance, we chose to minimise the
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out-of-plane-displacement occurring in the postbuckling regime, which can affect the aerodynamic efficiency
of the wing shape [43]. The strategy previously proposed [42] is extended to address the requirements of the
optimisation of a full scale structure.

Constraints on the maximum displacement (i.e. a fixed percentage of the wingspan) and on the maximum
principal strain (i.e. 2500µε as used in [2] in the design process) are readily considered during the optimisation
procedure. Then, using the results of Clancy et al. [44], the manufacturability of the solution is ensured
by including constraints on the steering radii of the fibre paths. Stochastic strategies are widely employed
techniques to find global solutions for non-convex nonlinear optimisation problems. An improved version
of MCA, based on an iteratively repeated zooming analysis, is here used to obtain a good estimate of the
optimal solution. In addition, a Genetic Algorithm (GA) that represents a robust and commonly-used
stochastic algorithm is used to validate results. The significant number of objective function evaluations
required by both approaches is made possible by using Koiter’s analysis, which for the first time is employed
in a framework that includes manufacturing constraints. Moreover, during the optimisation process, this
method allows the effects of geometrical imperfections to be considered. Accounting for the imperfection
sensitivity in the design is crucial in many cases to avoid naive optimisation [45]. The ”worst” imperfection
shape in the subspace of those evaluated as a linear combination of buckling modes is detected with a
successful procedure that has been previously used [31, 42]. This represents a reasonable description of a
worst-case imperfection to assess the imperfection sensitivity in practical problems [30]. More general shapes
could, however, be considered as in the work by Deml and Wunderlich [46]. Finally, a parametric study
regarding the influence of the steering radii is conducted. It shows how the constraint on the steering radius
has a significant effect on the optimal solution.

The starting point of this work is the description of the multi-modal Koiter method in the FE environment
using a mixed solid-shell finite element obtained from the Hellinger-Reissner variational principle. The solid-
shell formulation is briefly recalled and extended to variable stiffness laminates in Section 2. The fundamental
equations of Koiter’s asymptotic method are presented in Section 3. Section 4 considers the description of
the wingbox and its optimisation. In Section 5 the reference wingbox is analysed with Koiter’s method and
the results of the optimisation are presented and discussed. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. The hybrid solid-shell finite element for variable stiffness structures

The First Order Shear Deformation Theory solid-shell FE proposed previously [47, 48] is hereby extended
to variable stiffness laminates. It is directly derived from the 3D continuum of Cauchy and uses the Green
strain measure. The starting functional is the Hellinger-Reissner variational principle, which considers both
displacements and stresses as primary variables. Consequently, the strain energy has only a cubic polynomial
dependence on the configuration variables. The element has eight nodes, each of them with translational
degrees of freedom only. The stress field interpolation employs 18 parameters. With 24 displacement degrees
of freedom, the FE has the same number of variables as a four-noded shell with drilling rotations [49]. Many
advantages of using a Hellinger-Reissner based FE for describing geometrically nonlinear problems have
been discussed in the literature [40, 49]. Among them, an important benefit resides in the fact that the
stresses are directly extrapolated when performing Koiter’s analysis. This process avoids locking phenomena
that affect the accuracy of the ROM when stresses are derived from extrapolated displacements, as happens
in displacement-based formulations. In addition, the use of the hybrid stress solid-shell FE improves the
accuracy and range of validity of the asymptotic expansion [38, 48].

2.1. Formulation

We denote the mixed strain energy associated with the Hellinger-Reissner variational principle as Φ[u].
This scalar quantity can be expressed, as is usual in the FE context, as the sum of element contributions

Φ[u] =
∑
e

Φe[u] (1)
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where Φe[u] is given by

Φe[u] =

∫
Ωe

(
tTρ[d]− 1

2
tTC−1

ρ t

)
dΩe (2)

and where ρ[d] and t are the vectors collecting the generalised strains and stresses components for the given
structural model, Ωe is the finite element domain and d is the displacement field. All quantities are functions
of a suitable abscissa coordinate ζ which defines the mid-plane of the shell.

Generalised stresses and displacements are interpolated, on the element, in terms of the kinematics de
and the static βe finite element variables

d[ζ] = Nu[ζ]de t[ζ] = Nσ[ζ]βe (3)

which, when substituted in Eq.(2), lead to the discrete form of the strain energy

Φe[u] = βTe ρe[de]−
1

2
βTe Heβe (4)

where

He =

∫
Ω

NT
σC−1

ρ NσdΩe, ρe[de] =

∫
Ω

NT
σρ [ζ,Nu[ζ]de] dΩe (5)

A typical limitation of FE analysis of VAT structures is that the fibre angle distribution is treated as
piecewise constant within each element. In this way, it is easy to introduce spurious stress and strain
residuals (i.e. noise) in coarse meshes. In our formulation we release the hypothesis of constant fibre angle
within each element. In fact, in order to obtain a more accurate description of the variability of the stiffness,
the matrix C−1

ρ of Eq.(5) can vary through the element domain. In particular, using the Gauss technique,
we compute the integrals on a grid 2 × 2 assuming that the fibre angle varies across points. Similarly, the
variability of the stiffness matrix within each element has been recently considered by Macquart et al. [50]
for a VAT beam displacement-based FE, leading to smooth strains and high convergence rate.

Since the solid-shell FE element is directly derived from the 3D continuum and uses the Green strain
measure, then the generalised deformation has a simple quadratic dependence from de and can be written
as

ρe[de] =

(
Le +

1

2
Qe[de]

)
de (6)

where Le and Qe are strain interpolation matrices, respectively constant and linear with respect to de and
their expression can be found in [48]. In this way the strain energy, Eq.(4), has only a third order polynomial
dependence on the finite element parameters ue = {βe,de}.

Note that, exploiting the linear dependence of Qe[de] on de and its symmetry, we have

Qe[de1]de2 = Qe[de2]de1

βTe Qe[de1]de2 = dTe1Γe[βe]de2
, ∀de1,de2 (7)

where the symmetric matrix Γe is so defined

Γe[βe] =
∂2

∂d2
e

(
tTe ρe[de]

)
2.1.1. Strain energy variations

Eq.(4) furnishes the strain energy as an algebraic nonlinear function of the element vector

ue =

[
βe
de

]
(8)

related to the global vector u = [β,d]T , collecting all the DOFs of the FE assemblage, through the relation

ue = Aeu (9)
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where matrix Ae contains the link between the elements.
From now on δui denotes a generic variation of the configuration field u and δui the corresponding FE

vector. Letting δuei = [δβei, δdei]
T the element vector corresponding to δui, the first variation of the strain

energy (4) is

Φ′eδu1 =

[
δβe1
δde1

]T [
seβ
sed

]
= δuTe1se[ue] (10a)

where se[ue] is the internal force vector of the element andseβ = (Le +
1

2
Qe[de])de −Heβe

sed = Be[de]
Tβe

(10b)

with Be[de] = Le + Qe[de].
Exploiting Eqs.(7), the second strain energy variation is

Φ′′eδu1δu2 =

[
δβe1
δde1

]T [ −He Be[de]
Be[de]

T Γe[βe]

] [
δβe2
δde2

]
= δuTe1(K0e + K1e[ue])δue2

(10c)

that provides the element tangent stiffness matrix Ke[ue] = K0e + K1e[ue] as a sum of the linear elastic
contribution K0e and the geometric matrix K1e[ue] implicitly defined in Eq.(10c).

Lastly the third variation becomes

Φ′′′e δu1δu2δu3 =
{
δβTe1Q[δde3]δde2 + δβTe2Q[δde3]δde1

+δβTe3Q[δde2]δde1

}
=

[
δβe1
δde1

]T [
s′′eβ [δde2, δde3]

s′′ed[δde2, δde3]

] (10d)

where {
s′′eβ [δde2, δde3] = Q[δde3]δde2

s′′ed[δde2, δde3] = Q[δde3]T δβe2 + Q[δde2]T δβe3
(10e)

Eqs. (10d) and (10e) furnish the secondary forces element vector as

Φ′′′e δu1δu2δu3 = δuTe1s
′′
e [δue2, δue3] (10f)

Finally Eq.(1) and (9) allow the evaluation of the quantities of the whole assemblage

y =
∑
e

AT
e ye, Y =

∑
e

AT
e YeAe, (11)

with ye and Ye representing general FE vectors and matrices respectively, while y and Y are the corre-
sponding global quantities.

3. Koiter’s method for solid-shell

On the basis of the FE environment described in Sec.2, the system of equilibrium equations can be
written as

r[λ,u] = s[u]− λp̂ = 0 (12)

where r is the residual vector, s is the internal force vector, p̂ is the reference load vector, u are the FE
variables and λ is the load factor. Equation (12) represents a nonlinear problem which defines the equilibrium
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path of the structure in the u − λ space. The nonlinear problem described by Eq.(12) can be iteratively
solved using arc-length strategies as [24, 25]. However, in the following we briefly illustrate the main steps
performed by Koiter’s method to evaluate an estimate of its solution. As the structural problem is discretised
using the hybrid solid-shell FE described in Sec.2, the strain energy has a cubic polynomial dependence on
the configuration variables. This consideration has positive implications regarding both the efficiency and
the accuracy of the method [38].

The description of Koiter’s algorithm is organised into two parts. First, the construction of the ROM
of the perfect structure is discussed, i.e. structure without any imperfection. Then, it is shown how the
ROM for an imperfect structure is obtained. In particular, this is done by adding some terms, related to the
imperfection, to the ROM of the perfect structure. This a-posteriori means of accounting for imperfections
makes it possible to perform imperfection sensitivity analyses efficiently [30, 31]. Further details on Koiter’s
algorithm for hybrid solid-shell can be found elsewhere [48, 51].

3.1. Perfect structure analysis

The construction of the ROM for the perfect structure consists of the following steps:

1. The initial path tangent û is evaluated by solving the linear system

K0û = p̂ (13a)

where K0 ≡ K[0] is the tangent matrix evaluated at the rest configuration.

2. A restricted number m of linearised buckling modes and loads can be obtained by the following
eigenvalue problem

K[λ]v̇ = (K0 + λK1[û])v̇ = 0 (13b)

where K1[û] is the geometric matrix.

3. The m× (m+ 1)/2 quadratic corrections wij , ˆ̂w ∈ W are obtained, adopting a Lagrangian multiplier
approach (see [48]), by the solution of the linear systems (i = 1 . . .m, j = i . . .m){

Kbwij + pij = 0

wT
ijK1[û]v̇k = 0, k = 1 . . .m{

Kb
ˆ̂w + p00 = 0

ˆ̂wTK1[û]û = 0.

(13c)

where Kb = K[λb] and λb is a representative value of the buckling loads cluster, usually chosen as the
first linearised buckling load, and

pij = K1[v̇i]v̇i, p00 = K1[û]û.

4. The FE variables can be expressed as functions of λ and modal amplitudes ξi assuming the following
form

ud[λ, ξi] = λû +
∑
i

ξiv̇i +
1

2

∑
ij

ξiξjwij +
1

2
λ2 ˆ̂w (13d)

that defines the ROM of the perfect structure.

5. The reduced system of equations can now be obtained by projecting the equations r[λ,ud] = 0 in
directions v̇i, i = 1 . . .m, and maintaining the terms up to the 3rd order in ξ as

rk[λ, ξi] =µk[λ] + (λk − λ)ξk −
1

2
λ2

m∑
i=1

ξiCik +
1

2

m∑
i,j=1

ξiξjAijk

+
1

6

m∑
i,j,h=1

ξiξjξhBijhk = 0, k = 1 . . .m

(13e)
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where the coefficients Aijk, Cik, Bijhk and µk[λ] are scalar quantities evaluated as the sum of element
contributions of the strain energy variations evaluated in section 2.1.1

Aijk =Φ′′′v̇iv̇j v̇k

Cik =Φ′′b ˆ̂wwik

Bijhk =− Φ′′b (wijwhk + wihwjk + wikwjh)

µk[λ] =
1

2
λ2Φ′′′û2v̇k,

(13f)

where Φ′′b is the second strain energy variation evaluated for λ = λb. Eqs.(13e) are an algebraic
nonlinear system of m equations in the m + 1 variables λ, ξ1 . . . ξm that, due to the small size of the
system, can be efficiently solved using specialised variants of the arc-length scheme.

Once Eq.(13e) is solved, the equilibrium path in terms of FE variables can be recovered by substituting
λ, ξ1 . . . ξm into Eq.(13d).

3.2. Imperfection sensitivity analysis

A remarkable advantage for analysing a slender structure with Koiter’s method resides in the possibility
of performing an efficient and robust imperfection sensitivity analysis. In fact, once the nonlinear system of
Eq.(13e) has been resolved for the perfect structure, we can study the imperfect structure by only perturbing
a posteriori the system (13e), or rather by adding to it the imperfection term µ̃k. Therefore, the system of
Eq.(13e) becomes

rk + µ̃k = 0. (14)

This means that all the scalar coefficients of the system (14) are still those evaluated for the perfect structure
and the analysis of a new geometrical imperfection needs simply to update µ̃k and re-solve the system given
by Eq.(14). In this manner, we can test many kinds of imperfections in a few seconds (i.e. thousands of
imperfections). Evidently, for a given structure, it is impractical to obtain the same quantity of information
in so a short timeframe if the nonlinear analysis is performed with a path-following approach.

For the evaluation of µ̃k two strategies have been proposed over the years [51]. The first one evaluates
the ROM of the imperfect structure as

ud[λ, ξi] = ũ + λû +
∑
i

ξiv̇i +
1

2

∑
ij

ξiξjwij +
1

2
λ2 ˆ̂w. (15)

The imperfection term µ̃k is evaluated as
µ̃k = λΦ′′′ûũv̇. (16)

This representation has been used in several works [31, 32, 42] and gives good results at a practically insignif-
icant computational cost. Some inaccuracy has only been observed when analysing structures characterised
by a strongly nonlinear pre-critical behaviour and with large amplitude imperfections, which likely alter the
pre-buckling stresses and so are no longer strictly imperfections, as they may increase as well as decrease
buckling loads depending on the nature of the load redistribution. Therefore, Garcea et al. [51] proposed a
way to extend the validity of the formulation at a little higher computational cost. However, since we are
considering the optimisation of a well-behaved structure, the first strategy is employed.

In this work, we assume the shape of the geometrical imperfection to be an initial displacement ũ, which
is defined as linear combination of known shapes ūi and scalar values ξ̃i,

ũ =
n∑
i=1

ξ̃iūi. (17)
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2b=36 m

0.85b

Figure 1: Wingbox position on the aircraft.

4. Optimisation of a composite VAT wingbox

In this section, the optimisation strategy of the VAT composite wingbox proposed by Oliveri et al. [2]
is illustrated. At first, the wingbox is described. Then, we present the Koiter asymptotic approach coupled
with two stochastic optimisation strategies, namely MCA and GA.

4.1. VAT wingbox

The wingbox under consideration is representative of a medium-range civil aircraft having a maximum
take-off mass of 75t and a wingspan of 2b = 36m (see Fig.1). In particular, Oliveri et al. [2] designed the
wingbox assuming that it is located at about the 85% of the aircraft’s half wingspan between two ribs.

The cross-sectional dimensions have been designed considering a linear-elastic beam model with a Quasi
Isotropic (QI) composite layup under an elliptical load distribution that simulates the load during cruise
[43]. During the design process, for each cross-section of the beam, the second moment of area along the X
axes (see Fig.(2)) has been assumed to be proportional to the bending moment along the X axes. Therefore,
by imposing the deflection of the tip of the wing to be equal to a design value (i.e. a percentage of b), it
was possible to evaluate the forces and moments acting on a generic cross-section of the wing [2].

The main geometrical quantities of the wingbox under consideration are shown in Fig.3. More details
regarding the geometry and their design process can be found in Oliveri et al. [2]. In Fig.4 the loading and
boundary conditions of the wingbox are shown. In particular, the wingbox is considered to be loaded on
one end by a shear force FA = 23.8kN and a flexural moment MA = 14.28kNm, while the opposite side is
fully clamped.

The layup of the wingbox was chosen to perform well against buckling. It is reported in Table 1 and
denoted by SS0 in the following. The angle 0 is measured in the direction of the local tangent at the surface
(e3) with respect to the direction e1, referring to the local reference system of each panel shown in Fig.2. It
has been assigned such that the direction e1 aligns with the direction Y of the global system and e3 goes
from the inside out. The layups of the variable angle tow panels are expressed in according to the notation
of Gürdal and Olmedo [4]. The material properties are given in Table 2 and the thickness of each layer is
0.1875mm. As shown in Table 1, the skin comprises eleven layers, while four additional 0◦ layers have been
added to the spar webs for increasing their stiffness. The wingbox has been designed to keep the principal
strains under a limit value, namely εlim = 2500µε.
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Figure 2: Geometry, loading and boundary conditions of the wingbox.
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Figure 3: Detailed view of the cross-section of the wingbox. All the lengths are expressed in mm.
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Figure 4: Loads and boundary conditions applied at the two end sections of the wingbox.

Table 1: Layup SS0 of the wingbox.

Skin bay Skin Stiffener Spar web

90/[(0± 〈52|35〉)/0/± 45]S 90/[±35/0/± 45]S [90/45/02/− 45/0]S 90/[±35/03/± 45]S

Table 2: Material properties.

E1[GPa] E2[GPa] G12[GPa] ν12

135.00 7.54 5.00 0.30
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Table 3: Parametric fibre paths used in the optimisation problem.

Skin bay Skin Stiffener Spar web

90/[(0± 〈ϑ1|ϑ2〉)/0/(0± 〈ϑ4|ϑ3〉)]S 90/[±ϑ2/0/± ϑ3]S [90/45/02/− 45/0]S 90/[(0± 〈ϑ5|ϑ2〉)/03/(0± 〈ϑ6|ϑ3〉)]S

4.2. Optimisation strategy

The goal of the current optimisation study is to minimise the out-of-plane displacement of the wingbox
under a design load. In fact, the most notable effect observed in the wingbox in the postbuckling regime
is an increasing transverse displacement of the skin panels in compression. Consequently, its minimisation
improves the postbuckling performances, as shown by Raju et al. [23]. The maximum out-of-plane displace-
ment is denoted by wc,max and is measured at the points where the maximum amplitude of the buckling
modes occurs. The design load is 1.2 times the applied load.

The optimisation variables are the angles of the stacking sequence, denoted as ϑ = [ϑ1, . . . , ϑ6]. The
first layer of 90◦ is kept constant due to manufacturing need [2]. The optimisation is based on a fibre path
parameterisation according to Gürdal and Olmedo [4]. Table 3 shows the parametric layup. The fibre angle
of skin and web is compatible at the corners, guaranteeing the continuity of the fibre path. The angles are
constrained to integer values and their domain is defined from −90◦ to 90◦.

Strains and tip displacement are constrained to be less than εlim = 2500µε, and wlim = wQI,max =
2.38mm, respectively. These constraints are included in the optimisation process by assigning a penalty
value to the objective function if any limit is exceeded

f(ϑ) =


|wmax|
wlim

+ c1 if |wmax| > wlim

|εp|
εlim

+ c2 if |εp| > εlim

|wc,max| otherwise.

(18)

where wmax is the tip displacement, εp is the maximum principal strain, c1 and c2 are the penalty constants.
If both the limits are exceeded, the highest value evaluated by Eq.(18) is applied.

The VAT steering radius is constrained to exceed a minimum value to guarantee manufacturability. The
limit amplitude is Rlim = 400mm, according to results previously presented [44]. Consequently, nonlinear
inequality constraints are included in the optimisation

cr(T0,v, T1,v) = Rlim −
Lv

|cos(T0,v)− cos(T1,v)|
≤ 0; (19)

where v is defined from 1 to the number of VAT panels nvat, Lv is the characteristic length of the vth panel
as defined in the VAT notation and T0,v, T1,v are the angles at the centre and at the end of the panel,
respectively.

Finally, the optimisation problem can be stated as

minimise
ϑ

f(ϑ)

subject to cr(T0,v, T1,v) ≤ 0, v = 1 . . . nvat

ϑi ∈ N
− 90◦ ≤ ϑi ≤ 90◦, i = 1 . . . 6

(20)

The nonlinear displacements and strains are evaluated using Koiter’s method.

4.3. The ”worst-case” imperfection shape

In Sec.3.2, it was shown that Koiter’s method can provide the equilibrium path of a structure with
a geometrical imperfection expressed as a linear combinations of known shapes. We choose to include
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imperfections that are combinations of the buckling modes used in the asymptotic expansion and then,
referring to Eq.(17), we have

ūi = v̇i, i = 1 . . .m. (21)

The values of the scalars ξ̃i of Eq.(17) can vary, while the maximum amplitude of each imperfection is fixed
as

max |ũ| = ũmax. (22)

To the best of our knowledge, no data are available on the maximum imperfection amplitude introduced by
the technology used for manufacturing the wingbox [2]. Therefore we have chosen to use a small imperfection,
namely ũmax is equal to 1/50 of the skin thickness, just to assess the stability of the postbuckling behaviour.
More precise simulations can be performed once data on measured imperfections are available.

For a given value of ϑ, the equilibrium path depends on the imperfections. Among all possible imper-
fections obtained by varying scalars ξ̃i, the ”worst-case” imperfection shape is defined as the one that gives
the maximum value of the postbuckling out-of-plane displacement. Finding the ”worst-case” imperfection
shape represents a sub-optimisation problem, which is solved for each value of ϑ. Its solution is obtained
with a simple Monte Carlo method [30, 42].

4.4. Optimisation algorithms

Notable success has been made with gradient based optimisers using lamination parameters [52–54] which
allow many layers to be optimised independently from each other. However, the optimisation problem in its
present form is highly nonlinear and non-convex. In this case, stochastic strategies are a suitable solution
method. In fact, they are able to easily find many near optimal solutions and require no information on
the gradient, but do require many analyses. Moreover, they are insensitive to the complexity of the design
space. In particular, we use a standard integer-based GA [55] and a modified version of MCA [42]. In GA
the inequality constraints are efficiently handled with a penalty function approach that does not require
that the penalty parameter is explicitly set [56]. In the next section, the MCA is briefly described.

4.4.1. The Monte Carlo Algorithm (MCA)

The Monte Carlo random search simulation is based on two stages [42]. During the first stage, it generates
a random population of N1 layups and the objective function is evaluated for each of them. The best n = n1

solutions, identified as being an elite (xel), are selected and represent the starting points of the second stage.
This is constructed by a sequence of steps (zoom steps) that try to improve the elite population. For each
elite value xel, the objective function is evaluated N2 times at random points defined as

ϑ(j) = xel(j) + rnd(−R,R)

where j = 1 . . . n denotes the elite value and rnd is a generator of pseudo random integer values between
−R and R. The radius R assumes the value R1 during the first zoom step and R2 during the following ones.

At the end of a zoom step, n = n2 best solutions are selected and represent the elite population of the
next step. If convergence is reached the algorithm stops, otherwise a next zoom step is performed.

The algorithm is summarised in the flowchart shown in Fig.5. The values of the parameters of the
analysis are reported in Table 4.
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Preprocessing

Stage 1
Uniform random scanning

Stage 2
Zooming stage

for i from 1 to N1

Generate random ϑ
until

all constraints satisfied

Perfect structure analysis

Find ”worst-case” imperfection

Check displacement
Check strain level

if check ok: f(i) = wC,max

else f(i): apply penalty

i++

xel: n1 best layups

r=0, n = n1, R = R1

for j from 1 to n

for k from 1 to N2

Generate α = rnd(−R,R)
until

all constraints satisfated
for ϑ = xel(j) + α

Perfect structure analysis

Find ”worst-case” imperfection

Check displacement
Check strain level

if check ok: f(i) = wC,max

else f(i): apply penalty
r++

j++
n=n2

R=R2

k++

xel: n2 best layups

Test convergence

no

ok

Optimum found

Check with path-following

Figure 5: Minimisation of f(ϑ) using the MCA.

Table 4: Parameters of the MCA.

property symbol
value

set 1 set 2

initial population N1 400 800
zoom population N2 8 10
initial elite n1 20 30
elite during zooms n2 5 5
zooms Nz 6 10
first zoom radius R1 8 10
zoom radius R2 4 6
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Table 5: Buckling loads for the initial stacking sequence (SS0 ).

mode 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

λc 1.1417 1.1555 1.2017 1.2133 1.4285 1.4385 1.5073 1.5269 1.7076 1.7442 1.8310 1.8734
λ/λc,1 1.000 1.0121 1.0526 1.0627 1.2512 1.2600 1.3202 1.3374 1.4957 1.5277 1.6037 1.6409

5. Numerical results

This section is divided into two parts. First, the manufactured wingbox is analysed with the multi-
modal Koiter algorithm summarised in section 3 and a comparison is made with results obtained from a
path following analysis using a Riks arc-length algorithm [24]. Then, we show the results of the postbuckling
optimisation process and propose different design choices.

5.1. Validation of the model

Here, we focus on the postbuckling behaviour of the manufactured wingbox. This stage is useful to
validate the FE model and to assess the suitability of Koiter’s method.

The wingbox is discretised using the solid-shell FE shown in Section 2. In addition to simplifying the
formulation as shown in Section 3, the use of the solid-shell FE gives other advantages. In fact, due to
the 3D description, the connection between the stiffeners and the skin can be modelled without rigid links.
Moreover, the continuity of the skin is preserved in the zones of variable thickness, unlike classical shell
finite elements that need an offset to define the actual position of the panels.

We first present the results of a linear buckling analysis carried out on the FE model. Then, we perform
the geometrically non-linear analysis with Koiter’s method. The results in terms of equilibrium path are
compared with those provided by an arc-length strategy. It employs the same FE description used by Koiter
so that the differences can only be attributed to the solution algorithm. In addition, so as to exclude errors
in the FE model, the results are compared with Abaqus/Standard.

5.1.1. Linear buckling analysis

Converged results for linear buckling are obtained with a mesh of 19560 elements and 110151 DOFs. The
first twelve buckling loads are reported in Table 5. The corresponding modes are shown in Fig.6. The first
buckling load is 27.17kN , that is in agreement with the result of the static test performed on the wingbox
by Zucco et al. [57] who gave the measured value of 26.10− 27.20kN .

5.1.2. Nonlinear analysis

The nonlinear analysis is performed with Koiter’s algorithm. Figure 7 shows some of the quadratic
corrections used by the method. Together with the buckling modes shown in Fig.6 and the linear-elastic
solution, they constitute the ROM, as expressed in Eq.(13d). First, we perform a Koiter analysis including
only the first buckling mode. The results are reported in Fig.8 where they are compared with the reference
solution evaluated by the path following method. While the solution at point A is appropriate, an incorrect
solution is obtained at point B. The improving correlation at point B between Koiter’s solution and the
path-following method for increasing buckling modes is shown in Fig.9. Figure 10 shows how the solution
at point A improves with the first two buckling modes. When the first six modes are included, the solution
is practically coincident with that obtained from the path following method. Further increasing the number
of modes does not produce a noticeable effect, as shown in Fig.11 for points A and C. Figure 12 shows how
the variables of the ROM change when the load increases.

In Fig.13 the solution obtained with Koiter’s method including six buckling modes is compared with the
solution provided by two path following analyses. The first one is performed on the same FE model used
for Koiter analysis, while the second is obtained using a very fine mesh of shell FE S4R in ABAQUS. Very
good agreement between them can be observed.

Finally, deformed shapes at two load levels are reported in Fig.14. They are obtained by three Koiter
analyses, using one, two and six modes. They confirm that the solution is not correctly captured with one
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v̇1, λc,1 = 1.1417 v̇2, λc,2 = 1.1555 v̇3, λc,3 = 1.2017

v̇4, λc,4 = 1.2133 v̇5, λc,5 = 1.4285 v̇6, λc,6 = 1.4385

Figure 6: Buckling modes for the initial stacking sequence.

ẇ11 ẇ12 ẇ13

ẇ22 ẇ23 ẇ33

ẇ44 ˆ̂w

Figure 7: Some of the quadratic correction terms for the SS0 layup.
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Figure 8: Equilibrium paths for the layup SS0 with one mode
Koiter.
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Figure 9: Equilibrium paths at point B for the layup SS0 using
from 1 to 12 buckling modes.

buckling mode, whilst using two modes provides good results over the whole domain. Additionally, the
postbuckled out-of-plane displacement is in agreement with that measured from Digital Image Correlation
in the buckled region of the wingbox, as shown in Fig.20 and 21 of the work by Zucco et al.[57].
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Figure 14: Magnitude of the displacement field for the layup SS0 at λ = 1.05 and λ = 1.20 employing the first 1,2 and 6
buckling modes.
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Table 6: Stacking sequences SSA,GA and SSA,MCA and objective function values.

Skin bay Skin Spar web wc,max

SSA,GA 90/[(0± 〈53|34〉)/0/(0± 〈86|77〉)]S 90/[±34/0/± 77]S 90/[(0± 34)/03/(0± 77)]S 0.20
SSA,MCA 90/[(0∓ 〈52|34〉)/0/(0± 〈87|77〉)]S 90/[∓34/0/± 77]S 90/[(0∓ 34)/03/(0± 77)]S 0.20

SSA,MCA (set 2) 90/[(0± 〈53|34〉)/0/(0∓ 〈90|77〉)]S 90/[±37/0/∓ 77]S 90/[(0± 37)/03/(0∓ 77)]S 0.20

5.2. Optimisation

The proposed optimisation cases are as follows:

� Case A: in the spar web, the fibre angle is constant and then the number of variables is four. With
reference to Table 3, ϑ5 = θ2, ϑ6 = θ3;

� Case B: the problem has six variables active and the displacement limit is reduced, assuming wlim =
0.8 · wQI,max;

� Case C: we look for a solution that allows weight to be reduced whilst respecting all constraints.

To make the optimisation process less time consuming, a coarser mesh than the one used in section 5.1 is
employed. The results of the optimal solutions are then compared with those obtained with the fine mesh.
In Koiter’s method, the buckling modes are selected as those corresponding to critical loads that do not
exceed 1.3 times the lowest one. This criterion, which is analogous to that employed in the optimisation
strategy proposed by Liguori et al. [42], is chosen on the basis of the results of section 5.1.2 regarding the
SS0 layup. The validity of this assumption for the optimal solutions is verified by comparing the equilibrium
paths obtained using Koiter’s algorithm with those traced using path-following analyses. In the following,
the results for all three cases are presented.

5.2.1. Case A

First, optimisation is carried out with MCA using the parameter set no.1, as defined in Table 4. The
optimal layup is denoted by SSA,MCA . To assess the convergence of MCA, the analysis is repeated using
parameter set no.2 of Table 4. Then, the problem is solved using GA, obtaining the optimal layup denoted
by SSA,GA . The population has 40 individuals and the crossover fraction of each generation in 0.7. The
optimal fibre paths and objective function values are shown in Table 6. It is possible to observe that wc,max
remains the same, whilst the value of the optimisation variables slightly changes.

The equilibrium paths for different layups are shown in Fig.15. They are plotted at the point where
displacement wc,max is a maximum, and at point C. In addition, in Fig.16 the equilibrium path of SSA,GA is
compared with those obtained by an arc-length method and with the finer mesh, obtaining good agreement.

Figure 17 shows the map of the principal strains at the design load. They are normalised with respect to
the strain limit. The optimised structures have a more uniform distribution of the strains and the maximum
value is lower. In particular, the ratio between the maximum principal strain |εp| and the limit strain εlim
is 0.93 for the initial configuration and 0.90 for the optimised ones. Additionally, Fig.18 shows the deformed
configurations at the design load. The layup SS0 is globally stiffer than the optimised ones, even though in
SSA,GA and SSC,MCA almost no buckling phenomena can be observed. Finally, Fig.19 shows the convergence
of the two algorithms. It highlights how the minimum of the objective function changes with increasing
function evaluations. In particular, the methods converge to a similar minimum values but, for the problem
under consideration and analysis setups, the MCA provides a good estimate with fewer objective function
evaluations. In the next paragraph, we show how the results of the optimisation are influenced by the
steering radius.

Influence of the steering radius. Manufacturing VAT laminates with small steering radii can be a challenging
task. In fact, this increases the probability of defects and the gap-overlap effect [44] and, as a consequence,
the actual structure can have a different behaviour with respect to the design model if those imperfections
are not taken into account. We now show the influence of different steering radius constraints on the
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Figure 17: Maximum principal strains normalised for the limit strain of 2500µε at λ = 1.2 for the initial and optimised layups,
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Figure 18: Displacement field at λ = 1.2 for the initial and optimised layups.
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Figure 19: Convergence of MCA (left), and of GA (right), case A.

Table 7: Results of the optimisation problem of case A with different limiting steering radii. SS2,3 and SS5,6 denote the layup
of the 2nd, 3rd and of the 5th, 6th layer of the skin, respectively, while with R2,3 and R5,6 the relative steering radii.

Rlim 200 300 400 600 800 1000 1200 ∞

SS2,3 0± 〈64|26〉 0± 〈57|32〉 0∓ 〈52|34〉 0± 〈53|41〉 0± 〈51|42〉 0± 〈52|44〉 0± 〈50|44〉 ±46
SS5,6 0± 〈88|71〉 0± 〈84|75〉 0± 〈87|77〉 ±76 0± 〈76|74〉 0± 〈76|73〉 0± 〈77|74〉 ±73
R2,3 201 305 433 605 812 1011 1208 ∞
R5,6 385 726 536 ∞ 3322 2220 2210 ∞

wC,max 0.1520 0.1820 0.2018 0.2461 0.2520 0.2602 0.2642 0.3256
λc,1 1.5307 1.4763 1.4486 1.4135 1.3919 1.3876 1.3822 1.3435

optimised structures. The optimisation process is repeated for different limiting radii. MCA is employed
with parameter set no.1 from Table 4. The same limit is imposed on all VAT layers. In Table 7, the results
of these analyses are presented. We show, for each optimised structure with a different minimum radius
limit, the stacking sequence of the VAT panels, the actual radii, the value of the objective function and the
smallest buckling load. The variation of the optimised displacement with the value of the maximum steering
radius is plotted in Fig.20. The results highlight the possibility of considerably enhancing the postbuckling
performance by decreasing the VAT steering radius. For example, the steering radius of 200mm leads to
a 5.7% higher buckling load and 24.7% decrease in out-of-plane displacement than for a steering radius of
400mm.

5.2.2. Case B

The results of case A show how the optimised layups improve the buckling performances yet reduces the
global stiffness. To increase the mean stiffness related to the deflection of the end section, a smaller limit
displacement is employed, namely wlim = 0.8 · wQI,max.

The number of optimisation variables is greater in this case, with a commensurately larger population
being used. In particular, a population of 80 individuals is used to optimise the structure using GA and
the solution obtained is identified as SSB,GA . MCA uses parameter set no.2, as defined in Table 4, and the
solution provided is labelled SSB,MCA . The stacking sequences and the displacement wc,max are reported
in Table 8. A graphical representation of a VAT layer of SSB,GA is given in Fig.21.

The results obtained in terms of equilibrium paths are reported in Fig.22. With respect to the previously
obtained layups, we obtain stiffer structures, even if the buckling performances get slightly worst. Anyway,
the postbuckling slope for SSB,GA and SSB,MCA is relatively high.
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Figure 20: Optimised displacement and buckling load for different values of the maximum steering radius, case A.

Table 8: Stacking sequences SSB,GA and SSB,MCA and objective function values.

Skin bay Skin Spar web wc,max

SSB,GA 90/[(0± 〈57|53〉)/0/(0∓ 〈42|13〉)]S 90/[±53/0/∓ 13]S 90/[(0± 〈40|53〉)/03/(0∓ 〈47|13〉)]S 0.44
SSB,MCA 90/[(0∓ 〈59|51〉)/0/(0± 〈42|15〉)]S 90/[∓51/0/± 15]S 90/[(0∓ 〈41|51〉)/03/(0± 〈46|15〉)]S 0.45
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Figure 21: Representation of the 5th layer of SSB,GA , (0〈42|15〉) on the skin and (0〈46|15〉) on the spar web. The continuity
of the fibre path between the skin and the spar web is highlighted in the magnified detail.
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Figure 23: Displacement field at λ = 1.2 for the initial and optimised layups.
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Figure 24: Maximum principal strains normalised for the limit strain of 2500µε at λ = 1.2 for the initial and optimised layups.

Figure 23 shows the deformed configurations. It confirms that the solution is the stiffest globally, even if
the out-of-plane displacements due to buckling are bigger than in case A. On the other hand, the strains of
SSB,GA are smaller than SSA,GA , as shown in Fig.24. In particular, the maximum principal strain normalised
for the limit strain (|εp|/εlim) is 0.93 for the initial configuration SS0 , 0.90 for SSA,MCA and 0.83 for SSB,GA .
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Table 9: Buckling loads for the stacking sequence SSC,MCA .

mode 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

λc 1.1922 1.1977 1.2420 1.2465 1.2627 1.2705 1.4629 1.4677

Table 10: Stacking sequences and objective function values for case C.

Skin bay Skin Spar web wc,max

SSC,MCA 90/[(0± 〈57|66〉)/0/(0± 〈48|26〉)]S 90/[±66/0/± 26]S 90/[(0± 〈63|66〉)/0/(0± 〈53|26〉)]S 0.75
SSC,GA 90/[(0∓ 〈56|69〉)/0/(0∓ 〈46|24〉)]S 90/[∓69/0/∓ 24]S 90/[(0∓ 〈53|69〉)/0/(0∓ 〈41|24〉)]S 0.77

5.2.3. Case C

The spar web, having 15 layers, is thicker than the skin (13 layers). We now find an optimised solution
considering a uniform thickness, with 13 layers for both skin and spar web. In this way, the weight saving is
6.48%. In fact, the initial skin cross-sectional area is 4537mm2, the cross-sectional area of the stiffeners is
2701mm2 while the reduced cross-sectional area of the skin is 4068mm2. The stiffener is again not considered
in the optimisation process.

The optimal layup provided by MCA is identified as SSC,MCA , while that obtained using GA is labelled
SSC,GA . The results obtained are reported in Table 10. In particular, MCA furnishes an improvement of
29% on the out-of-plane displacement and of 4% of on the first buckling load.

Eight buckling modes have been used in the analysis of SSC,MCA . Their values are reported in Table
9 while Fig.28 shows the first three of them. Figure 25 shows equilibrium paths of the optimised structure
and compares it with the previously found optimised solutions. In this case, the importance of a multimodal
algorithm is more evident. This is shown by the curves in Fig.26, in which the modal interaction is repre-
sented by very similar values assumed by the modal amplitudes of the ROM at the same value of the load.
Figure 27 shows the strains and the deformed shape at the design load. It also shows the good agreement
between the deformed shapes obtained with Koiter’s method and the standard path-following analysis.

5.2.4. Comments on the results of the optimisation

In this section we have shown the results of the optimisation process obtained with different scenarios.
The best improvement in out-of-plane postbuckling displacement is achieved in case A. However, the maxi-
mum tip displacement slightly increases, even if it remains under the design limit. In case B we obtain the
globally stiffest solution and, in addition, notable improvements in the buckling and postbuckling perfor-
mances. Finally, case C highlights the possibility of obtaining a lighter wingbox together with an improved
performance in the buckling and postbuckling regime. Table 11 summarises the results obtained for the
three analysed cases.

Table 11: Results of the initial and optimised configurations: out-of-plane displacement, first buckling load, maximum tip
deflection and area. The improvements are evaluated with respect to SS0 .

initial optimised improvements

property QI SS0 case A case B case C case A case B case C

wC,max[mm] 1.82 1.07 0.20 0.44 0.75 81.31% 58.88% 29.91%
λc,1 0.93 1.15 1.45 1.31 1.19 25.97% 13.91 % 3.48%

wmax[mm] 2.38 2.00 2.36 1.89 2.38 -17.79% 5.67% -18.71%
area [mm2] 4537 4537 4537 4537 4068 - - 6.48%
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buckling on the spar web.
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6. Conclusions

In this work an optimisation strategy for the postbuckling behaviour of a VAT wingbox has been pro-
posed. A Koiter-inspired method has been employed to obtain the nonlinear structural response, by coupling
it with stochastic algorithms, namely Genetic and Monte Carlo algorithms, for the solution of an optimi-
sation problem. In particular, the FE based multi-modal Koiter approach which takes into account the
nonlinear buckling interaction has been used. The reduced order models assembled by this method turns
out to be particularly suitable for an optimisation of primary aeronautical structures. The algorithm is
based on a first order shear deformation theory hybrid stress solid-shell FE, which in this work has been
extended to Variable Angle Tow laminates. It has been shown to be accurate and computationally efficient.
Manufacturing constraints, that are essential to obtain a manufacturable laminate, have been included in
the optimisation process.

Different optimisation scenarios have been explored. In particular, three optimisation cases have been
analysed and improved solutions with respect to the initial baseline structure have been obtained. The first
case has given the best solution in terms of buckling and postbuckling behaviour, namely 25.97% in the
buckling load and 81.31% reduction in the out-of-plane displacement in the postbuckling regime. In the
second case the solution is less improved for the buckling load and out-of-plane postbuckling displacement,
however it is globally stiffer than the initial structure. The third case concerns the optimisation of a 6.48%
lighter wingbox that still exhibits an improvement of the buckling load of 3.48% and reduction of the out-
of-plane displacement in the postbuckling regime of 29.91%. In all cases good agreement has been found
between the results obtained with both optimisation algorithms. Finally, for the first case, a study on the
influence of the minimum steering radius has been conducted. It shows that small steering radii lead to
much better performance in the postbuckling regime. This means that overcoming current manufacturing
constraints on the minimum steering radius is worthy of investigation. Future developments of the method
will focus on extending the algorithm to design problems expressed in terms of direct stiffness modelling.
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